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2018 Atlantic Herring, Sea Scallop and
Summer Flounder Stock Assessments: What’s New?

D

ata from fishermen are a major part of stock
assessments, which provide a picture of a fish
stock’s condition. An assessment describes
the stock’s characteristics: sizes, ages, sex, growth rates,
and its ability to reproduce and replace individuals
taken out by natural causes and as fishery catch. In
2018, stock assessment working groups, including
experts from the Northeast Fisheries Science Center
and elsewhere, will conduct benchmark assessments
for Atlantic herring, sea scallops, summer flounder,
and striped bass. Benchmark assessments are detailed,
comprehensive assessments of the status of fish stocks
and can include new data, new models, and new
methods.
Fishermen’s data describe catch: the sizes and ages of
fish caught, areas where they are caught, and with what
gear. This information comes from vessel trip reports,
seafood dealer reports, and information collected
by fishery monitors during fishing trips. Other data
are collected from fishermen through the Center’s
Cooperative Research Branch’s study fleet. For summer
flounder, recreational fishing data come directly from
fishermen through federal angler surveys, and from
state surveys that target for-hire recreational fisheries,
such as party and charter boats in the Northeast and
Mid-Atlantic regions.
Other data important for assessments include
baseline information on fish abundance, distribution,
and the sizes of and ages of fish in the population
collected on scientific surveys conducted by the Center
and several states.
Groups of researchers from various institutions
developed these surveys. Scientists who are expertise
in stock assessment review the survey results. These
scientists have no direct involvement in developing the
work they review.

Upcoming Meetings

Summer Flounder
The summer flounder assessment will consider
recreational and commercial fishing data, as well as
survey data, from the last 35 years. This is the first
time that recreational catch estimates based on data
collected from anglers through the Marine Recreational
Information Program will be available for the summer
flounder assessment. Assessment scientists will also
consider and evaluate several concerns raised by
fishermen and others in recent years, specifically
there was new work conducted with industry on how
efficiently the federal scientific survey gear catches
summer flounder.
Other new information under discussion includes
sex-specific catch and biological data that may show
how status and trends in the stock are affected by
size differences between males and females, and any
differences in the proportion of males versus females in
fishery catch.

How to Comment on Published Rules

A

s we work with the region’s fishery
management councils to implement
new or updated regulations, there
are several ways that you can voice your
thoughts and opinions. Once the Federal
Register publishes a rule that has a public
comment period, you can comment in two
ways:
Comment electronically by going to
Regulations.gov. Once there, search for the
identifying number in the Federal Register
notice (in a format such as NOAA-NMFSYEAR-####) or for a key word. Once you find
the rule, click the Comment Now! icon on
the right. You can then fill out and submit the
web form or upload your letter.

Submit comments by mail by addressing your
letter to the address found in the Federal Register
notice. Remember to note attention to a person or
subject as specified in the Federal Register notice.
We also seek comments for proposed
Exempted Fishing Permits (EFPs). To submit your
comments on a proposed EFP, email us at NMFS.
GAR.EFP@noaa.gov and include the title of the
research project in the subject line of the email.
You can find Federal Register notices for the
Greater Atlantic Region for specific species on
our website (go to the relevant Managed Species
page and check the Federal Register Actions
tab). You can also find Federal Register notices
at FederalRegister.gov, the U.S. Government
Printing Office, or at Regulations.gov.

Striped Bass
The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
manages workshops to develop the striped bass
assessment. The data and modeling workshops
have already occurred and the peer review will be
simultaneous with the one for summer flounder. Similar
to summer flounder, new recreational catch estimates
and a sex-specific length-age model will be considered.
Sea Scallops
Scallop assessment data come from vessel trip
reports, dealer reports, industry-funded fishery
observers, port sampling of landings, and scientific
surveys in federal and state waters. Assessment
researchers will evaluate data from multiple sources,
including both dredge surveys and surveys conducted
using cameras that collect images of sea scallops on the
ocean bottom.
Atlantic herring
The effects of biomass, recruitment, and landings
on herring populations will be evaluated during this
assessment. Atlantic herring are also important as prey
in the Northwest Atlantic ecosystem. New data will be
included that examines the role of herring on the food
habits of their predators and the relationship between
those predators and the natural mortality of herring.
What’s Next?
Following a regional process the Center convened
working groups who are developing most of this year’s
assessments. The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission is managing the striped bass assessment
process. Sea scallop and Atlantic herring assessments
will be peer reviewed in June 2018. Summer flounder
and striped bass assessments will be peer reviewed in
November.
For more information about the 2018 stock
assessments, visit the Center’s stock assessment web site at
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/benchmark-assessments/ or contact
Ariele Baker at (508) 495-4741 or ariele.baker@noaa.gov
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Monitoring the Northeast Shelf Ecosystem

R

esearchers from NOAA’s Northeast Fisheries
Science Center have collected plankton and
hydrographic data in waters off the Northeast
U.S. coast six times a year since the early 1970s. The
Ecosystem Monitoring (EcoMon) survey program
started in 1992. Two EcoMon surveys are conducted
jointly with the Center’s bottom trawl surveys in spring
and autumn on the NOAA Ship Henry B. Bigelow. The
other four surveys in winter, late spring, late summer,
and late autumn focus on plankton and hydrographic
data collection.
Scientists analyze survey data to examine changes in
the ecosystem. For example, the most recent assessment
of Atlantic mackerel used a joint Canada/United
States index of spawning stock biomass based on egg
collections, which included spring EcoMon plankton
and hydrographic data. Much of the EcoMon data are
available to researchers within a few weeks after the
survey concludes, while other information, such as
identifying and cataloging fish larvae and plankton, takes
months to prepare.
Scientists conduct surveys at 120 randomly selected
stations and 35 fixed stations throughout the continental
shelf and slope of the northeastern U.S., from Cape
Hatteras, N.C., to Cape Sable, Nova Scotia, and cover
all of Georges Bank and the Gulf of Maine. The entire
shelf from Cape Hatteras to Cape Sable is known as
the Northeast U.S. Continental Shelf Large Marine
Ecosystem. The ecosystem is divided into four regions
– Mid-Atlantic Bight, Southern New England, Georges
Bank, and the Gulf of Maine.
The surveys target 30 plankton stations for
sampling in each of the four regions. Thirty-five fixed
hydrographic stations were added to the surveys in 2012
to collect additional water temperature and salinity
data. Fixed stations are arranged to help oceanographers
examine water properties like temperature and salinity,
which helps describe the ecosystem and water circulation
patterns. Stations are arranged across the shelf in the
Mid-Atlantic Bight and Southern New England, from
near the coast to off the shelf. Stations in the Georges
Bank and Gulf of Maine regions are located along the
coast, on the bank, in the deep basins, and in the major
channels to record water masses entering and exiting the
Gulf.
The surveys routinely use long, funnel-shaped nets
with very fine mesh known as bongo nets to collect
tiny plant and animal plankton, fish larvae, and eggs
throughout the water column to a maximum depth
of 200 meters (about 650 feet). Another instrument
called a Conductivity, Temperature, and Depth (CTD)
unit collects water temperature and salinity data from
the surface to the instrument depth simultaneously
with plankton tows. Shipboard sensors capture other
measurements of surface and near-surface conditions
while the research vessel is both on station and
underway. Water samples are collected to measure
properties such as nutrient and chlorophyll content.
“Water column data are correlated with the plankton
tows so we know the conditions where the plankton
and fish larvae and eggs were captured,” said Jerry

At right, bongo nets being deployed from the
NOAA Ship Gordon Gunter. Above, the rosette
water sampler with CTD being deployed from the
NOAA Ship Henry B. Bigelow.

Prezioso, an oceanographer at the Center’s Narragansett
Laboratory in Rhode Island. Prezioso often serves as
chief scientist, and notes that while some things have
remained the same, much has changed over the past four
decades.
Prezioso has firsthand knowledge, since he has been
with the program since its beginning. It began in the
mid-1970s under the International Commission for
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries and later moved to
NOAA’s Marine Resources Monitoring, Assessment, and
Prediction program.
“The technology we use is the biggest change I have
seen,” Prezioso said, “but the kind of information we
collect about the ecosystem has really not changed, other
than the addition in more recent years of information
on fish larvae and eggs. When I started going to sea we
used mechanical instruments, but today the equipment is
almost all digital. We can collect so much more data now,
and it is easier to do than it used to be.”
Much of the scientific data are logged directly into
the shipboard computer system, which also includes
navigation and ship operations information so all data
can be correlated with the specific location where it was
gathered.
“Another big change we have seen over the years has
been the shift of fish and plankton species from southern
to northern waters,” Prezioso said. “We have seen a
northward shift in almost half the 45 larval fish species
we have examined, including an increase of black sea
bass larvae on Georges Bank. Zooplankton communities
have changed, too. Some taxa like Pseudocalanus spp.,
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Jerry Prezioso, NEFSC/NOAA Fisheries photos

which are important prey species, are also shifting
northward.”
In addition to Center staff, several students and
researchers from other organizations usually join
each EcoMon survey. The Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management funds two observers to identify and count
seabirds, turtles, and marine mammals, including any
sightings of North Atlantic right whales. On the recent
spring survey, a NOAA Teacher at Sea from South
Carolina joined a Maine Maritime Academy student
and a researcher from NOAA’s National Environmental
Satellite, Data, and Information Service who was groundtruthing environmental data collected from satellites.
If time and circumstances permit, Prezioso and
colleagues will collect not only samples for the Center but
also samples and data for researchers who are not able to
join the cruise.
“EcoMon is a good platform for scientific and
educational collaboration,” Prezioso said. “We’ve had
researchers from the University of Rhode Island,
University of Massachusetts, University of Maine,
University of Connecticut, Texas A&M, State University
of New York, Rutgers University, Old Dominion
University, and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
as well as NASA, the Canadian Wildlife Service, and
Canada’s Department of Fisheries and Oceans out with
us in just the last few years. We try to accommodate their
research needs and we share our data and samples.”
For more information about EcoMon contact Harvey
Walsh, (401) 782-3313, Harvey.Walsh@noaa.gov or Jerry
Prezioso, (401) 782-3277, jerry.prezioso@noaa.gov.
Paid copy, materials provided by the sponsor.

Holy Mackerel!

T

he Atlantic mackerel fishing year has been quite busy so far. Because the river
herring and shad catch caps were reached, we closed this directed fishery on
February 27, which reduced the possession limit to 20,000 pounds per trip for
the remainder of 2018. Current regulations prohibit the possession of mackerel when
their landings reach 100 percent of the annual quota. We recognized that this would
have unintended consequences on other fisheries, particularly herring, so the MidAtlantic Fishery Management Council (Council) is working on an action that would
modify the possession prohibition to allow Atlantic mackerel possession if annual
landings reach 100 percent of the annual quota.
NOAA/NMFS/NEFSC photo

Another action on the horizon for mackerel is the potential for a rebuilding
program. In November 2017, the 64th Northeast Regional Stock Assessment
Workshop convened and the Stock Assessment Review Committee determined that
mackerel is overfished and overfishing is occurring, which means that the Council

is required to implement a rebuilding program. The Council discussed preliminary
specifications for a mackerel rebuilding program at its April 2018 meeting, and will
adopt such a program at its next meeting
Mackerel Reporting Requirements
in August. This rebuilding program for
Atlantic mackerel will establish quotas for
METHOD
REQUIREMENT
the next three years. During this Council
process, there will be opportunities for public
Catch Reporting and
comment.
All permits must submit VTRs weekly by each Tuesday.
Vessel Trip Reports (VTR)
Vessel Monitoring System
(VMS)

The owner or operator of a limited access mackerel permit must report catch
(retained and discarded) of mackerel daily via VMS. Reports are required
even if mackerel caught that day have not yet been landed.

Electronic Vessel Trip
Reporting (eVTR)

Mackerel charter party permit holders must submit eVTRs using a NOAAapproved application within 48 hours of completing a fishing trip.

As a reminder, at left are the current
Atlantic mackerel commercial fishing
regulations for 2018:
If you have questions, contact our
Sustainable Fisheries Division at
(978) 281-9315.

No Changes to Monkfish Regulations this Year

O

n May 3, we published a notice in the Federal Register announcing monkfish
specifications for the 2018 fishing year. This rule included total allowable landings
limits, adjustments to the days-at-sea (DAS) limit in the Southern Fishery
Management Area, and trip limits for different DAS in both the Northern and Southern Fishery
Management Areas. These are the same measures as those in place for fishing year 2017.
All other requirements also remain the same and are summarized on our website:
https://www.greateratlantic.fisheries.noaa.gov/sustainable/species/monkfish/index.html.
Although the New England Fishery Management Council recently established multi-year
2017-2019 specifications for the monkfish fishery, we must implement them each year by
publishing a rule in the Federal Register.
As of April 5, 2018, the fishery harvested 101% of the Northern Area total allowable
landings. The Councils would be required to consider changes to prevent an overage only if
the annual catch limit is exceeded. While we haven’t finalized 2017 accounting, we don’t expect
that the fishery exceeded the annual catch limit and therefore don’t expect any additional
adjustments. This annual implementation process would enable us to make any Councilrecommended adjustments to management measures needed to account for overages of the
annual catch limit.
We will provide a similar notice prior to the May 1, 2019, start to the monkfish fishing year.
For more information, contact Allison Murphy, Sustainable Fisheries Division, at
(978) 281-9122 or Allison.Murphy@noaa.gov

NOAA photo

2018 Monkfish Specifications
Management Area

Total Allowable
Landings

Day at
Sea (DAS)
Maximum

Incidental Limit on a Groundfish DAS

Possession limit when on a Monkfish DAS

Northern Area

6,338 mt

—

Category C: 900lb tail weight per DAS
Category D: 750lb tail weight per DAS

—

Southern Area

9,011 mt

37 days

—

Category A/C: 700 lb tail weight per DAS
Category B/D: 575 lb tail weight per DAS
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Restoring Oyster Reefs in the Chesapeake Bay

E

astern oysters are extremely resilient, able
to tolerate wide variations in salinity and
temperature. But disease, pollution, and
overharvesting in the Chesapeake Bay have challenged
the Bay’s oyster populations, which are below 1% of their
historic level. The decline in the oyster population has
changed the ecology of the Bay. It has also affected the
oyster fishery and the cultural tradition of watermen who
harvest seafood from the Bay for a living. Many of the
species targeted by commercial fishermen in the Bay rely
on oyster reef habitat for at least part of their lives.
NOAA Fisheries Chesapeake Bay Office and
Restoration Center are working with partners to restore
oyster reefs in the Bay. Our goal, established in the
Chesapeake Bay Watershed Agreement signed in 2014, is
to restore healthy populations of oysters in 10 tributaries
by 2025. To do so, we support projects in areas that are
off-limits to oyster harvesting. We want to restore the
oyster reefs for habitat purposes—bringing back the
three-dimensional structure that so many fish and crab
species need at different live stages. Oysters also improve
water quality through filtration and offspring from nonharvest reefs can help populate nearby harvest reefs.
NOAA Fisheries staff and our partners are currently
working on oyster restoration projects at a number of
locations around the Chesapeake Bay. In Maryland, these
include several areas in the Choptank River complex—
Harris Creek, the Tred Avon River, and the Little
Choptank River; up next are St. Marys River and Breton
Bay.
In Virginia, work is ongoing in the Lafayette,
Lynnhaven, and Piankatank Rivers and up next are
the Great Wicomico and lower York rivers. In each of
these locations, we provide scientific expertise to ensure
that restoration efforts are as effective and efficient
as possible. Our scientists carry out pre- and postrestoration surveys using sonar equipment. This helps
project planners select the best places in each tributary
for restoration work, and then track the health of each
reef for years afterward.

NOAA photo

The Oyster Recovery Partnership, one of NOAA’s partners in oyster restoration in Maryland, plants spat-onshell oysters in the Tred Avon River.
In collaboration with partner federal and state
agencies and organizations, our scientists develop plans
guiding reef construction and oyster seed placement in
each tributary. We also fund work at oyster hatcheries to
produce much of the seed used in these areas.
In Harris Creek, roughly 350 acres of oyster reef
habitat were restored. Work there continuesas scientists
track each of the restored reefs to see how they fare in
the years following restoration. Each reef is monitored
at three years and again at six years after oysters are
planted. So far, the reefs planted in 2012 and 2013 look
very healthy. Comprehensive reports (available via www.
chesapeakebay.noaa.gov) show that 100% of the 2012
reefs and 97% of the 2013 reefs met the criteria set for

Keep a Safe Distance to Avoid Whales

C

ollisions with whales can be dangerous, even
fatal, for vessel passengers and whales. Each
summer, we receive reports of boaters and
fishermen approaching whales too closely, and/or
trolling or casting gear near feeding whales.
Please stay at least 100 feet away from all large
whales (or 500 yards* away from North Atlantic
right whales). Getting too close to feeding whales
or travelling through bubble clouds produced by
feeding whales can result in collisions, hooking or
entangling the animal in gear, or changes in the
animals’ behavior. The fish you are after are not
likely to be in the middle of feeding whales or their
bubble clouds.
These types of interactions can cause loss of
gear, damage to boats, and injury to passengers.
Feeding whales are focused on their prey, and
can be oblivious to approaching boats, so don’t

assume that whales will move if you get too close. In
addition, drones and aircraft should not approach any
marine mammals within 1,000 feet, or 1,500 feet* if
the animals are right
whales.
Fishermen and
boaters can help
save whales by
reporting sightings
of entangled whales
or free swimming
right whales. * If
you happen to hook
a whale with your
gear or hit one with
your boat, report it
right away to NOAA’s
Greater Atlantic
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oyster density and biomass when monitored three years
after planting.
With our partners, we are also using these firstof-their-kind large-scale restoration sites as research
laboratories to learn more about the benefits that
restored oyster reefs bring to both the ecology and
economy. While research is still in progress, scientists
have noted positive trends at and near restored reefs,
including an increase in the number of very small
animals used as food by fish and crabs, and improved
fish habitat.
For more information, contact Stephanie Westby,
Chesapeake Bay Oyster Restoration Coordinator, at
Stephanie.Westby@noaa.gov

Marine Animal Reporting Hotline: (866) 755-NOAA
(6622) or to the U.S. Coast Guard. Quick reporting
could save an animal’s life.
Keep your distance, stay alert, and stay safe.
Check out our website for more information:
www.greateratlantic.
fisheries.noaa.gov/
NOAA photo
Protected/mmp/viewing/
approaching/
*Federal regulations
prohibit approaching North
Atlantic right whales within
500 yards (1500 feet) with
limited exceptions. If a right
whale is sighted within the
500 yard buffer, then the
vessel must depart the area
immediately unless it is a
commercial fishing vessel in
the act of hauling back gear.
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